
The Best of Bolder

NI Kontakt 2 / Apple EXS24 (220 mb)
 The Best Of Bolder double CD ROM was released for Gigastudio in April of 2002. It consisted of choice 
Material from previous Bolder libraries. This volume is a continuation of converting that library into natively pro-
grammed instruments for NI Kontakt  and the Apple EXS 24. Other volumes that have already been converted are: 
Celtic Pipes, Crystal Glasses and Meditation Bowls, Suspended Slate Rocks, American Folk, World Music and the 
Granular Selections.

 This is the first B.O.B. volume that I have decided to include both the Kontakt 2 and Apple EXS24 instruments 
and samples in the same zip package. It has become a very frequent request from Bolder customers who own both 
software samplers to want the other format as well, hopefully this will simplify things.

Kontakt 2 Installation

  This is very simple. Copy the BOB Early Music folder to your hard drive. Please DO NOT change the folder 
directory structure, this is to avoid getting the dreaded “samples missing” error from Kontakt 2. If you are not a EXS24 
user, feel free to deleted the small EXS instrument folders if you wish. DO NOT delete the BOB Early Music samples 
folder, this is the sample data and it is very necessary!

Apple EXS24 Installation

  Copy the BOB Early Music folder to your hard drive. Move the BOB Early Music instruments folder to Your 
EXS24 sampler instruments folder located at ~/Library/Application Support/Logic/Sampler Instruments.  If you are not 
a Kontakt user, feel free to deleted the small Kontakt instrument folders if you wish. DO NOT delete the BOB Early 
Music samples folder, this is the sample data and it is very necessary!

Early Music Instruments



Kontakt 2 DRY and IR folders

 You will find 2 Kontakt instrument folders labeled DRY and IR . The DRY folders are .nki’s with no reverberatory 
effects added. The folders labeled IR make use of Impulse Responses from the NI library to add room abmience or 
reverb to a instrument.

B.O.B Early Music Instrument List

Baroque Lute (13 course)  - The word “course” means strings as a unit. Some of the courses on a baroque lute are 2 
strings played as one (like a 12 string guitar) the higher courses are single strings. This wonderful instrument was made 
by Luthier Larry Brown. It was sampled by plucking with the flesh of the finger as well as a nail of the finger 
articulation. The programs  baroque lute flesh and baroque lute nail employ those articulations presented by 
themselves. Baroque Lute Velocity Switch employs velocity switching at a midi velocity of 100. The nail samples are 
engaged once you exceed a value of 100. The velocity X-fade program subtly crossfades the 2 layers with the use of 
velocity. 
 This instrument  was the ‘last of the Lute family’. The Lute began with 6 courses and eventually expanded up 
to 13 - a real headache to tune!

Fortepiano LE (limited edition) - This fortepiano sample set employs one velocity layer of samples and is 55 mb in 
size. Also available from Bolder Sounds is the Fortepiano FULL Edition. This is the same instrument sampled 
chromatically with 4 dynamic levels ( p, mf, f, ff) as well as key release samples. The FULL Edition is 302 mb and 
offers a much wider dynamic range.
 This is the instrument Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven played. You might think of it as the ‘missing link’ between 
the harpsichord and the modern piano.

Harpsichord - Instruments are labeled by the word ‘choir’ also meaning ‘stops’, ‘registers’ or ‘settings’ depending on 
who you talk to. The ‘foot’ number refers to the length of the string. Presented here are 8 foot choir, 8 and 4 foot choir, 
full choir and lute stop settings. 
 On most instruments the modulation wheel is routed to a hipass filter is to roll off some of the bass end of the 
instrument if desired. This is not intended to be a “comprehensive” harpsichord sample with each note sampled chro-
matically in stereo ... it is sampled in mono yet I feel it is quite effective none the less.

Hurdy Gurdy - The hurdy gurdy, known in France as the vielle a roue or vielle for short, is an ancient instrument 
which is undergoing a modern renaissance in Europe and America. First, to dispel a popular misconception: the hurdy 
gurdy was not played by the organ grinder or his monkey. They used a large music box operated by a crank. 
 Today’s hurdy gurdy is roughly the same as those built in the middle ages. It has three to six strings which 
are caused to vibrate by a resined wheel turned by a crank. Melody notes are produced on one string, or two tuned in 
unison, by pressing keys which stop the string at the proper intervals for the scale. The other strings play a drone note. 
Some instruments have a “dog”, “trompette” or “buzzing bridge” A string passes over a moveable bridge, which by a 
clever movement of the crank in the open hand, can produce a rasping rhythm to accompany the tune by causing the 
bridge to hammer on the sound board. The instrument is held in the lap with a strap to hold it steady. The case can be 
square, lute back, or flat back with a guitar or fiddle shape. Forms of the vielle a roue existed not only in France, but in 
Germany, Italy, Britain, Russia, Spain and Hungary. The origins of the hurdy gurdy are unknown but one theory says 
that when the Moors invaded Spain they brought with them many stringed and bowed instruments. There is no proof 
that the vielle a roue was one of them, but the possibility exists that something similar arrived in Spain at that time and 
dispersed throughout Europe along the pilgrim’s roads.



 
(Hurdy Gurdy continued)
 Beginning at C4, I’ve mapped out the basic melodic pitches. The keys below C4 I’ve mapped the various drones 
(the fly, little bumble bee and big bumble bee). A separate program maps out the trumpet drones with the melodic 
pitches. There is also a program with only drones mapped out. Obviously when an instrument with a drone is sampled 
it can be played at any pitch offering a great deal of flexibility. I feel the titles of each instrument clearly convey what is 
programmed. 
 On all instruments the modulation wheel is routed to a lopass filter is to roll off some of the high end of the 
instrument since the samples are quite bright to begin with.

Renaissance Guitar -  Yes... there was a guitar in the Renaissance period! Although it is often overshadowed by the 
massive amount of music for the lute, this instrument has a charming delicate quality to it. I sampled it with both a 
pluck of the flesh as well as the nail of the finger. As usual I combined these into a velocity switch program and 
presented the nail and flesh articulations as programs of their own. Thanks to my old college guitar professor and friend 
Charles Wolzien for loaning me his Renaissance Guitar! 

Renaissance Lute - This is my 8 course lute made by Luthier Larry Brown Sampled and presented with both flesh 
as well as nail attack and then combined into a velocity switch program. (I know I’m becoming predictable here with 
these plucked instruments... but it does seem to offer a nice bit of flexibility in tone color). 

Theorbo (Bass Lute) - I’m not absolutely certain but I think this is the first time this instrument has been presented in 
a sample library. It is a beautiful bass lute made by master luthier Larry Brown. I’ve programmed nail, flesh, velocity 
switch, velocity crossfade and key switched instruments for this beautiful beast.

Acknowledgements and Thanks to the following people for their contributions to making this library possible.
Tom Wasinger, Charles Wolzien, Bryan Prud’Homme, Bruce Zuver, Howland Auchincloss and Garth Hjelte at 
Chicken Systems - Translator.

GENERAL LICENSE CONDITIONS: You may use these samples in any type of music production, i.e. making 
demos, records, remixes, commercials, jingles, post productions, commissioned pieces, soundtracks for film, theatre, 
musicals, live performances, computer games or multimedia.

Samples may not be utilized or resold in the form of Library Music or Sample-related endeavors (e.g. “Joe’s Sample 
Collection” which contains our products). Written permission from Bolder Sounds is required. You CAN NOT trade, 
re-sell, lend, rent, copy, duplicate, upload or download to any database, BBS, or Server any of our sounds because 
Bolder Sounds owns the rights to the samples, Bolder is licensing these to a single user for music production.

* On a personal note.......... Please think twice before making a copy of this disc for a friend or anyone else. All the 
legal mumbo jumbo in the world is not going to stop piracy of discs such as this. Many hours of work has gone into 
this library, I have also gone to great lengths to make this disc as affordable as I can so that this disc is NOT pirated. As 
always.......... please put yourself in our shoes before making a decision whether to copy this data for purposes of piracy 
or not.

Thank You!

Creative Sample Libraries Since 1992


